The Shroud of Turin

Archaeology or Fraud
IL VERISSIMO RITRATTO DEL SANTISSIMO SUDARIO
DEL NOSTRO SALVATORE GIESU CHRISTO
one of the pollen grain specimens found on the Shroud. Not distinctive shapes which enable the parent plant to be identified. Dr. Max Frei
Science

Science is the process of establishing systematized knowledge through objective empirical observation, experimentation, and systematic study to determine the nature and reality of that which is being studied, and to empirically determine the principles that govern the operation of that which is being studied.
Scientific Tests

- Microscopic
  - Fibers
  - Weave
  - Hair
  - Pollen
  - Coin identification
- Forensic
  Human Blood: Type A Positive
  Over 120 marks from scourging
  Beard plucked out on right side
  Bruise swelling on right cheek
  Nail wounds in wrists
  Nail wounds in feet
  Blood flowing in correct angle for crucifixion
  Blood from puncture wounds in the scalp
  Stab wound in left side
  Human hair with human protein
  No bones broken
  The victim of this crucifixion was 5 feet 7 inches tall
Computer analysis

- The Air Force computer third dimension analysis.
Archaeological

- The crown of thorns
- The beard plucked out
- The bruising of the face
- The 120 + strokes of the scourge
- The piercing of the hands and the feet
- The stab wound in the side
- No bones broken
- The coins on the eyes
- The proper hair style
- The shroud itself
Conclusion

Although we cannot prove that the Shroud of Turin is the burial cloth of Jesus Christ, it is highly improbable that it is not the burial cloth of Christ. Many of the scientists who went to Turin to scientifically examine and study the shroud were unbelievers or skeptics when they went but were convinced believers after their careful examination of the scientific facts found in their objective examination.